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Secret Recipe

This is a food delivery application, Which allows people easily find all the nearby 
Secret recipe outlets for online food orders. We try to make fast and 

understandable way for a user to complete the order.

Simple flow allows users to get to the desired food destination 
in a few taps.

Sign up if you are new to app. 
page designed simple and 
clean as much as possible.
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On the home screen users can easily find Secret recipe 
outlets base on there locations home screen also 
includes Point system it shows user total points 
and how much they spend. 

Home Page

On the restaurant menu page we show all the dishes
that the restaurant offers. We also provide Category wise 
listing so that the user can easily find his favorite dish. 

Resturant menu Page

We Provide simple flow to users so that they can easily 
customize and order their cake. After click on Customized 
cake we provide Different screen in which only restaurant 
serving cake can be displayed. 

Customized Cake Booking

In Customized Form We provide different options like Occasion,
Size , Add instruction and Upload Image so restaurants know what 
exactly customers want.

Customized Menu

We design Profile page as simple as possible aslo provide 
all important information on this tab. User can also edit his
/her personal imformation.

Your Profile

On checkout information is displayed on one screen, so that users can save time and use 
applications without problems. We added only the most important forms to fill on the page.
We also provide address selection and add address options so users can easily select his/ 
her address.

Checkout Screens
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